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Bankruptcy law is an important law in the operation of market economy, and its 
function is to protect the interests of creditors and achieve a fair settlement of claims 
and debts. Bankruptcy avoidance powers can be the heart and soul of the whole 
bankruptcy law system. And the value of it is that, on one hand, it plays the role of 
anti-bankruptcy fraud and maintaining a fair settlement, on the other hand, it also 
maintains the market order and efficiency. The provisions of bankruptcy avoidance 
powers in China's Bankruptcy Law have a great significance on further standardizing 
bankruptcy procedures, making fair settlement of claims and debts, and protecting the 
legitimate rights and interests of creditors and debtors. 
This thesis analyzed the legislation of China's bankruptcy law avoidance by 
making comparison to the legislation abroad,pointed out the defects and deficiencies 
of it, and offered sound advices on how to improve China's Bankruptcy Law in order 
to make the function of the bankruptcy law avoidance. This thesis consists three 
parts ,which are preamble, main body and conclusion. The main body will be divided 
into five chapters: 
The first chapter is "The Overview of Bankruptcy Law Avoidance system". This 
chapter described two kinds of legislation on adjudication of bankruptcy by 
explaining the definition of bankruptcy law avoidance, made the analysis of the 
bankruptcy law avoidance and the bankruptcy invalid act system,both of which 
derived from China’s compromised doctrine legislation pattern,and then compare 
these two. 
The second chapter is "The Legal Nature and Effect of Bankruptcy Avoidance 
Powers". This chapter described the theories of the legal nature of bankruptcy 
avoidance powers. It clarified the legal nature of bankruptcy avoidance powers by 
















The third chapter is "The Elements of Bankruptcy Avoidance Powers". This 
chapter analyzed the elements of bankruptcy avoidance powers in Germany and the 
United States, and then analyzed the elements of bankruptcy avoidance powers from 
four aspects. 
The fourth chapter is "The limitations of Bankruptcy Avoidance Powers 
Exercise" This chapter described the scope of enacting the legislation of bankruptcy 
revocable act,detailed the limitations,elaborated the six revocable acts stated in 
China’s Bankruptcy Law as well as the subjective and objective limitation on 
exercising these revocable acts. 
The fifth chapter is "The Refining of China's Bankruptcy Law Avoidance". This 
chapter analyzed the deficiencies of provisions of bankruptcy law avoidance in 
China's Bankruptcy Law and offered  sound advices to improve it. 
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一、  破产撤销权制度  
在我国，根据《破产法》第 31 条的规定，人民法院受理破产申请前 1
年内，涉及债务人财产的下列行为，管理人有权请求人民法院予以撤销：
（1）无偿转让财产的；（2）以明显不合理的价格进行交易的；（3）对没
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